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triggered by our competitive instincts for access to resources. The final chapter is a transition from the rigorous scholar to the logical dreamer of a better future.

Sachs appeals to our cooperative nature instead. Wealth leads the way of modern human development, equality for human poverty, as well as for peace. A ‘big bang’ that inevitably unleashes in the background of the sequence of historical events in Sachs’s book is that modern humans have displaced Darwinian reproductive success to instate our own version of currency for success: wealth. Fitness in humans is not exactly weighted by the genetic footprint left by an individual’s reproductive success but rather by a form of social footprint built on their relative financial success. Sachs’s account defogs the window’s glass to reveal a form of ‘financial selection’ whereby differential wealth leads the way of modern human evolution instead.
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Essay

How the COVID-19 pandemic highlights the necessity of animal research


Recently, a petition was offered to the European Commission calling for an immediate ban on animal testing. Although a Europe-wide moratorium on the use of animals in science is not yet possible, there has been a push by the non-scientific community and politicians for a rapid transition to animal-free innovations. Although there are benefits for both animal welfare and researchers, advances on alternative methods have not progressed enough to be able to replace animal research in the foreseeable future. This trend has led first and foremost to a substantial increase in the administrative burden and hurdles required to make timely advances in research and treatments for human and animal diseases. The current COVID-19 pandemic clearly highlights how much we actually rely on animal research. COVID-19 affects several organs and systems, foremost to a substantial increase in the administrative burden and hurdles required to make timely advances in research and treatments for human and animal diseases. The current COVID-19 pandemic clearly highlights how much we actually rely on animal research. COVID-19 affects several organs and systems, and the various animal-free alternatives currently available do not come close to this complexity. In this Essay, we therefore argue that the use of animals is essential for the advancement of human and veterinary health.

With the implementation of the European Directive to protect animals used in scientific procedures [1] around 10 years ago, the European Union set high ambitions regarding the protection of animals for research purposes. This directive focused on the development and implementation of the ‘3Rs’ (reduction, refinement and replacement), transparency (public information about the use of animals) and their harmonization across Europe. The implementation of this directive into national legislation has revived intense political discussions in many countries. For example, the Dutch government has expressed its ambition that the Netherlands “lead the way in the international transition with animal-free innovations” [2]. Further, in response [3] to a petition to immediately ban animal research, the European Commission has stated that more investments will be made in the development of alternatives, the goal of which is to ultimately replace all use of animals in research. The European Union directive, combined with political pressure, has mainly resulted in a substantial increase in
the administrative burden associated with scientific studies. This burden comes in multiple forms: financial, since more approvals and amendments are needed, which cost money to submit; time, since ethical approval takes longer to be processed and is required for even small adjustments to experiments; and effort, with more stress involved in achieving ethical approval. The consequence is that scientific quality declines, due to the inability to repeat and refine experimental designs. Furthermore, this has made timely advances in research and insights informing new treatments for human and animal diseases more challenging. Although the aim to progress towards research without animals is laudable, we argue that the use of animals is essential for the advancement of human and veterinary health, and will likely be so for the foreseeable future. This necessity is now clearly highlighted by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

**Need for biomedical research**
The human population is facing an unprecedented threat. Unless we are prepared to accept many more COVID-19 victims — in addition to the continuing restrictions on our daily lives due to social distancing and quarantine measures — the current crisis can only be solved by the development of an effective vaccine and/or antiviral and adjunctive drug therapies. This will require biomedical research, of which animal studies are an indispensable part.

The European Animal Research Association website features an interactive map of all animal research currently being conducted to find a remedy for COVID-19. This map highlights the various animal species being used to obtain fundamental knowledge about the disease and to test therapeutic approaches and vaccines. Different animal models bring value depending on the specific scientific question being addressed [4] and enable us to respond swiftly and efficiently to major societal challenges such as COVID-19. Further, to increase collaboration and the exchange of knowledge, the World Health Organization arranges a video conference on this topic of nearly 100 scientists, regulators, and funders every week. Highlighting this use of animals for COVID-19 research confronts the public and politicians with the essential value they provide to progress in biomedical research. The scientific community is moving towards greater openness and transparency, and the present crisis has created a new context to discuss the continuous need for animal research.

Biomedical scientists use a wide spectrum of complementary models, including molecular methods, cell and tissue culture, human challenge models, human biobank material, and mathematical modelling. However, currently there is no integrated model to be able to completely replace animal research to study the complex functions of the body. The comprehensive statistics [5] of the European Union on the numbers and species of animals used in the various areas of research is useful for a more constructive debate.

The Netherlands is performing well in the development of alternatives for animal research (for example, organoids or organ-on-a-chip approaches, early clinical technologies, computer simulations). These alternatives have been developed thanks to fundamental knowledge gained through animal research. Although these alternatives are valuable for the study of certain aspects of a biological process, they cannot provide complete answers to biomedical questions. For the understanding of complex bodily functions, and for drug and vaccine testing, a whole living organism is often required. After all, organs do not function in isolation, but interact with other body systems (through microvascular networks, blood supply and lymph drainage) and the environment (for example, stress, social environment, sensory stimulation, diet, exercise, etc.), which cannot be mimicked in vitro. Furthermore, a drug that is effective in organoids derived from a specific organ can have other, possibly adverse, effects on other organs. It is therefore challenging to predict how a compound that is effective in an organoid would work in a body with properly interacting or diseased organs.

In the case of COVID-19, and the virus that causes it, SARS-CoV-2, the indispensability of animal research is clear. The interaction between COVID-19 and other diseases that may increase risk for death (including diabetes and heart disease) cannot be investigated in organoids. An organoid cannot model the immune system or inter-organ metabolic homeostasis mediated by, for example, hormones, neural networks and gut microbiota [6], let alone behavior and cognition. Additionally, although adaptive immunity to SARS-CoV-2 can be predicted by a variety of in vitro methods, it can only be validated in animals. This is essential for vaccine development.

Animals that are essential in COVID-19 research include ferrets, non-human primates, pigs and rodents [4,7]. These animals are used to understand transmission and to identify potential treatments. For example, a recent study investigated the transmission route of SARS-CoV-2 using ferrets, which experience an upper respiratory tract infection and long-term shedding of the virus, similar to humans [8]. Scientists demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted by both direct and indirect contact between ferrets, suggesting that it can be transmitted via the air, and provides a model to test if this transmission is droplet or aerosol based. Further, inoculation with SARS-CoV-2 in cynomolgus macaques led to lung pathology similar to that observed in humans. Like humans, the animals shed the virus from their upper respiratory tract [9]. As another example, remdesivir, an antiviral drug that was developed and tested using animals to treat Ebola infection, was found to effectively reduce symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection in rhesus macaques, resulting in transient lower respiratory tract disease [10]. Remdesivir is now being tested in clinical trials with initially positive results.

Animals are of particular importance for testing the efficacy, safety, and the mode of action of new vaccines. This is not trivial, as we learned from previous experiences. For example, a study on a SARS-CoV-1 vaccine candidate in 2004 found that some vaccinated ferrets developed hepatitis, rather than protection against the virus [11]. The risk of antibody-dependent enhancement of disease by a vaccine
is also a risk that should not be underestimated [12]. Clearly, treating the whole human population with a vaccine that has unforeseen side-effects may be even more damaging than COVID-19 itself. To prevent this risk, preclinical development of a vaccine includes animal testing. Thanks in part to animal research, modern vaccines against polio, measles, tuberculosis, meningitis, human papillomavirus and Ebola have been successfully developed, saving millions of lives [13,14].

Finally, animals are important for understanding how immunity to pathogens develops after infection. Although controlled human infection with SARS-CoV-2 could potentially accelerate vaccine testing [15], this approach raises ethical concerns as there is not yet sufficient knowledge on the development of COVID-19 disease to ensure the safety of human subjects. Non-human primate research in China has revealed that rhesus macaques develop protective immunity to SARS-CoV-2 after infection [16]. However, it is still unclear if — and for how long — this immunity is protective and whether it would also protect against subsequent exposure to different variants of the virus. To answer this question, we need to continue such experiments with non-human primates. Yet despite their essential contribution to biomedical research, non-human primates have been scaled down in The Netherlands and many other European countries.

Mice and rats, which are currently the most widely used animal species in biomedical research, are less suitable to study the immune response to SARS-CoV-2 as they lack mediators important in antiviral responses, for example, interleukin (IL)-32 and IL-37. Furthermore, due to structural differences between the mouse and human ACE2 receptor, which SARS-CoV-2 uses to enter cells, coronaviruses do not infect wild-type mice and rats. To overcome this, a transgenic mouse strain has been developed that expresses the human ACE2. Studies showed that hACE2-transgenic mice could mimic the human clinical features in a dose-dependent manner, and did not survive a very high dose of SARS-CoV-1 [17]. Although the hACE2-transgenic mouse is available at a few commercial breeders, its availability is currently too limited for the many animal facilities involved in COVID-19 research [4].

**Additional complexity**

Although SARS-CoV-2 primarily infects the airways, it can independently cause intestinal problems [18], a loss of smell and taste [19], neurological symptoms [19], acute hemorrhagic necrotizing encephalopathy [20], gut microbiome dysbiosis [6], and thromboembolic stroke [21] in patients. Appropriate animal models that mimic these disease processes are needed to understand and treat them. For example, in the case of thromboembolic stroke, blood clotting cannot be modeled in organoids due to their lack of a vasculature, but the intact murine pulmonary vasculature can be monitored with micro-computed tomography. Additionally, using non-invasive neuroimaging techniques, therapeutic effects on thromboembolic stroke can be investigated longitudinally in animals to determine different therapeutic time windows.

Social isolation due to quarantine measures and anxiety or worries about the COVID-19 pandemic can combine with other biological and environmental factors to aggravate mental health problems. Although environmental factors are very diverse in humans and can have huge confounding effects (for example, depending on socioeconomic status, or hospitalization with or without intensive care treatment), animal studies allow neuroscientists to investigate the effects of social isolation and interventions on brain function and behavior of COVID-19 patients in a well-controlled manner.

Animal research is thus indispensable to find solutions for COVID-19. This is also the case for many other biomedical domains, including (but not limited to) inflammatory, autoimmune and metabolic diseases, cardiovascular...
Some lessons learned from COVID-19 and conclusions to guide political leaders

Most ethical reviews have been accelerated for COVID-19 research. However, the general trend is that the paperwork needed to start an animal experiment demands more and more time and effort. European regulations require two types of ethical permission: an initial general project license covering a longer period (maximally five years) and, subsequently, an approval of the actual experiment by local review bodies. In several European countries, including the Netherlands, rules have been implemented that leave very little room for experimental flexibility and require substantial detail at the first (project) level, rather than at the second (experimental) level, where new scientific insights and all options for reduction and refinement can be considered. The resulting inflexibility and often too extreme restrictions reduce the ability to respond swiftly to new (often unexpected) results and emerging biomedical threats, making good research truly impossible.

Scientifically rigorous research and development require changes, updates, and refinements of experimental protocols in an intelligent manner, in order to focus on unexpected intermediate results rather than wasting critical time on writing new protocols. Issuing general ethical permits, as intended by the European legislation, would significantly speed up our ability to respond to pandemics and other diseases, and help people whose lives depend on scientific discoveries, while maintaining adequate oversight of animal experimentation and ethics. Because researchers work at the forefront of biomedicine, constantly responding to emerging biomedical issues and implementing state-of-the-art approaches, rules should focus more on welfare and less on experimental details and administration. This would allow researchers to quickly change gears when needed, saving time, money and perhaps even valuable animal resources.

As a second lesson, the focus on animal replacement in the Netherlands, initially intended for routine screening, is now generalized to all biomedical research. Concomitantly, the medical domain of the Dutch Research Council directed funding to animal-free innovations. While increased funding for animal-free innovations is certainly a positive development, funding for animal research remains necessary to secure our future health, as alternatives will never fully replace animal research.

In summary, the current COVID-19 crisis highlights the reality that animal research remains essential to find solutions for human and animal health in relation to many different disorders. The current trend we see in the Netherlands — to scale down animal research in a non-scientific based manner, and to continuously increase the administrative burden and costs on institutions and researchers using animals — is also present in many other European countries. This time cannot be spent on research and increases costs for society. While we fully support the implementation of the 3Rs in principle, we critically question the extent to which this trend is being implemented, because it impacts our future health. Furthermore, while animals are treated with extreme care in European countries, the current bureaucracy will drive animal research to countries where ethical standards may be lower.

We trust that governments, policy makers and animal activists realize that animal studies are an indispensable part of fundamental and applied research and also essential for the development of new medical treatments. Instead of the current trend to curtail animal research, we should, while maintaining optimal care for each experimental animal, all work together to make animal research as efficient and effective as possible such that rapid responses to newly emerging health threats can be achieved.
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My Word
Seeing consciousness through the lens of memory

Joseph E. LeDoux and Hakwan Lau

We humans have long thought of ourselves in terms of bodily and mental spheres of existence. These days many of us understand that the mental aspect of who we are is embedded in the part of the body known as the brain, and is therefore also part of our physical, bodily self. Although most of us accept this scientific conclusion about the physicality of the mind, many nevertheless feel as though their mind possesses some quality lacking in other physical systems within their body, and even within their brain — we have first-hand knowledge of our thoughts and feelings, but not of the neural processes that control body processes related to digestion, respiration, heart rhythm, and so on, nor of the brain’s control of much of our behavior.

In this My Word, we explore the question of what is different about a brain state about which you are conscious from one that you are not? We will argue that all conscious experiences involve elements of memory and meta-representation. This framework may help us better understand the subjective qualitative character of conscious experiences, as well as why meta-representations may be involved in generating even the simplest of such experiences.

Phenomenal ‘feel’ and conscious content

William James famously referred to the special property of conscious states in terms of ‘warmth and intimacy’. These days it is common to describe this as a phenomenal ‘feeling’ — the quality that makes red seem red, an apple seem like an apple, and fear feel fearful [1]. There is considerable disagreement about what this quality is and how it may come about in the brain in relation to the actual content; what the experience is about, for example, an apple or a snake.

First-order theories, such as recurrent processing theory [2–3], posit that consciousness originates in brain regions specialized in the processing of a given kind of information. For perceptual states of consciousness, these include, for instance, visual or auditory cortices. For emotions like fear, subcortical areas such as the amygdala have been proposed to be a first-order locus [4]. In first-order theories, the phenomenal feel and content of the experience are fully accounted for by some specific pattern of neural activity within these first-order areas.

Higher-order theories, on the other hand, suggest that first-order representations may not be sufficient to account for either the phenomenal feel or the content of the conscious experience [5–7]. They posit that some higher-order cognitive mechanism, possibly involving circuits in prefrontal cortex, is needed in order to monitor or meta-represent the first-order information. As such, the information represented in first-order structures remains non-conscious (or pre-conscious) if no higher-order re-representation is involved. With respect to fear, this view posits that the amygdala controls non-conscious defensive responses, such as behavioral and physiological responses to threats, but that higher-order re-representation, possibly involving prefrontal cortex, is required in order to generate the subjective experience of fear in response to the threatening stimulus [7–9]. For higher-order theories, the phenomenal quality and conscious content both require the higher-order state.

Memory and consciousness

The pioneering 19th century psychologist Hermann von Helmholz proposed that conscious perception is an ‘unconscious inference’ based in part on memory. Consistent with von Helmholz’s logic, we propose that all states of consciousness depend on memory [7–9], and specifically on mechanisms that integrate sensory and memory information unconsciously (i.e. pre-consciously).

A fundamental distinction in memory research is between
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